Emergency Lighting
Available Now in All Canadian Markets

Lithonia Lighting Basics™ Commercial Indoor
EU2C 120/347

Quantum® Commercial Indoor
ELM4L  ELM6L  ELM2LF  ELM2L

Indura® & Extreme® Industrial
INDL  EXTL  INDRE  EXTLRE

Affinity® Architectural Surface Mount
AFF*  AFB*

*Remote versions of both are available

Indoor Remotes
ERE SQ  ELMRE

Outdoor Remotes
ERE SQ WP  ELMRW

Running Man Signage
ECRM  ECBRM  ECRM  EXRM  LXRMEARM
Emergency Lighting Available Now in All Canadian Markets

Quantum®
- Majority of Commercial Indoor Spaces
- Versatile mounting heights: 7’ to 25’

Lithonia Lighting Basics™
- Small spaces
- Mounting heights ≤8’